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NICARAGUA

By Sarah Kotchen
Since the 1940s and 1950s,
Woostcr has designed and implemented
special programs for its freshmen,
juniors, and seniors. Since 1957, the
College has had Independent Study
which has required each student to
complete, under the supervision of a
faculty advisor, a research or creative
project. This project begins with
methodological inquiry in the junior
year and culminates in a written thesis

.

.

curriculum the educational values
inherent in Independent Study. The
Pew Memorial Trust is the largest of
seven Pew charitable trusts established
by the surviving sons and daughters of
Joseph N. Pew, founder of the Sun Oil
Company. In 1985, the trusts awarded
more than 139 million to nonprofit

--

This summer, shortly before taking
leave on sabbatical. College of
Wooster President Henry Copeland
announced the receipt of a major
four-yegrant totaling $498,000 from
Pew"
Memorial Trust in
The
Philadelphia for the development of

f

ar

interdisciplinary,

sophmore-lev-

el

seminars and research apprenticeships
at Wooster. Copeland expressed his
' gratitude to The Pew Memorial Trust
for its concern for the enrichment of
the liberal arts, and for the opportunity
.

rJ

organizations.

trades-peopl- e,

Educational

One such person is Dave Cotter, a
This
junior from Pennsylvania.
summer in conjunction with his
chapter of the Presbyterian Church,

.

organizations received thirty-thre- e
percent of me total funding.

BRIAN DYKSTRA

Woosters Vice President for
Academic Affairs, Donald W. Harward,

commented on the award: The
sophmore year has been somewhat
neglected, and the Pew Grant will
permit Wooster to create a program
which will link conceptually our
Freshman Seminar, courses taken to
fulfill our distribution requirement, and
junior and senior Independent Study.
The sophmore seminars will be an ideal

TO PERFORM

.

time to examine critically the
disciplinary assumptions of our
curriculum, and together with the
research apprenticeships, they will be
an important part of our effort to
establish greater coherence in Woosters
curriculum."

Robert I. Smith, President for the
Glenmede Trust Qx, Trustee for The
Pew Memorial Trust, focused on the
significant role the liberal arts are
playing in higher education. The
liberal arts have long been the

for Wooster to expand the whetstone for hining our basic
opportunities available to its students reasoning and analytical skills for
with such generous outside support.
shaping our values," said Smith.

"Especially in the highly specialized
The Pew Grant will enable the world today, they play a critical role in
College to emphasize throughout the Mjadening our intellectual horizons."

EDITORIALS
NEWS FEATURE--

By Peter D. Westerman
opportunities to expand the traditional
role of keyboard instruments. He feels
that the liberal arts environment has
allowed him the freeedom to explore
Chick Corea utilizing digital these varied musical avenues. In the
synthesizers and a Piano. Both future Dr. Dykstra hopes the computer
performances will be held in Mackey music facilities will be expanded to
include "MIDI" computer interfacing
HalL
recording equrptment
k
According to Dykstra most of the and
After the performance Dr. Dykstra
music will be performed on two digital
synthesizers, a Yamaha DX7 and a invites members of the audience to
Yamaha DX21. Last year he performed inspect the instruments and he wiO be
a concert entitled "The Baroque available to answer any questions.
On Saturday September 13 at 7:30
P.M. and Sunday September 14 at
3:00 P.M. Brian Dykstra will perform
music by Mozart, Bach, Rameau, and

2
1

Cotter visited Nicaragua and worked at
the Luis Hernandez Agricultural
Mechanization Institute. - His group's
job was to build a house for four
instructors at the ichooL
This was not his first such trip by
any meaaa. Four years previously be
worked with the Appalachla Service
Project, building homes for that
region's poor. During the summer of
"85, he went to Haiti with Mother
Teresa's sisters or LTianry, inere ne
worked in a wound clinic an
orphanage, and a home for the destitute
dying.-

-

--

v.-..

a

biU(J600), enabling him to go to
Nicaragua Here are some of his
thoughts on the trip.

multi-trac-

Synthesizer" utilizing a single
synthesizer, the DX7. The Yamaha
DX21 was recently added to the
electronic music system of the
Wooster music department. The great
advantages of two keyboards over one
are that two different sounds can be
played simultaneously and that the
player can swith from one keyboard to
the other rapidly". Dykstra says these
two approaches will be used frequently
during this concert
- Dr. Dykstra's initial interest was in

DIRECTORY

SPORTS

minds of Americans. So important is
it that many US citizens, mostly
have undertaken
skilled
to visit the country and see it for

.

or creative project in the senior year.
Through these programs, faculty and
students have been encouraged to
become involved as active participants
in a directed process which has as its
-goal intellectual independenc. It has .
- become more and snore apparent,
however, that the sophmore year does
not have a particular focus, and concer
has been raised about this from various
- faculty and administrative members.

The present situation in Nicaragua,
and our administration's involvement
in it is a very important issue on the

Contemporary Classical music. Later
he became involved with Ragtime. In
the past he has performed his original
Ragtime pieces at Wooster. About a
year ago Dr. Dykstra became interested
in music for the digital synthesizer.
Dr. Dykstra's involvement in different
styles of music is a reflection of his
drive to constantly expand and
embelish existing forms of musical
expression in creative, new directions.
Dr. Dykstra believes that the digital

synthesizer

allows

him great

About Dr. Dykstra:
Brian Dykstra is a Professor of
Musk at the College of Wooster. He
has been a member of the faculty since
1969. He received his Bachelor of
Music from Juilliard in 1964 and his
Master of Music from Eastman in
Dykstra taught at
1965. Dr.
Mozarteum Academy (Salzburg) from
1967-6- 8
and received his Doctor of
Music Arts from Eastman in 1969.
About the DX7:
The digital synthesizers used by
Dr. Dykstra can produce a virtually
infinite number of different sounds.
Sixty five different sounds win be used
.during his program this weekend. A
majority of these sounds are "presets'
that come on Read Only Memory
(ROM) cartriges supplied by the
manufacturer. Dr. Dykstra also has a
number 'of sounds that he has
programed himself or altered from
those supplied by the manufacturer.

:

Raymond: Why do yon think your
church would support such an
expedition?

Cotter My church has done trips like
this before. They have a commitment
to justice in the third world. So, it
wasnt much of a fight to get them to
help.

'

R: Did they have to contact the

National Presbyterian Church Council?

C: Not really. . Their policy
condemns US . intervention in
KIiVmmhi fiwfivMnal rhmrJiM mav
stand either way, that being the nature
of the Presbyterian Church. The
majority of the church is willing to see
both sides of the issue. This seemed
like a natural progression of events.
R: Many times an airport is very
telling of what the situation is in a
certain country. What were your
experiences in the airport?
C: The Miami airport was hectic.
We had been warned beforehand not to
Continued on page 4
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Indivduality

Dear Editor,
I was vety troubled by one aspect
Jim Schwartz article "Minorities
find entering college difficult," In
your September 5 issue. While the information concerning admissions
and costs was accurate enough. It is
not accurate to use the descriptive
term "minorities" as a synonym for
e
students," and I feel
that was the case. 1 am not
castigating' Mr. Schwartz, since
most of the passages where this
synonymous usage occurred were
quoted from other sources. But I do
feel a need to alert your audience to
the fact that here is an occasion to
"read critically."
The Black community is not
monolithic, and all minorities are
not automatically of
status, which is the impression conveyed. Thank yon for the opportunity to correct this impression.

By Peter D. Westerman
For the past two years the Wooster
campus has been the scene of an
ideological battle. There is no doubt
that there is a consensus in the Wooster
community that apartheid is one of the
greatest perversions of human society
in existence today. There isn't much
doubt that the College should do all it
can to promote emancipation of the
true native peoples of South Africa.
The school has moved slowly to
formulate a policy towards divestment.
The conflict over divestment on this
campus has made us acutley aware of
the different ways morality, values,
opinions and economics shape public
policy.
It is not suprising that
Y.C.Williams
Wooster is encountering problems with
Director of Black Studies
divestment issues. Wooster inherited
Dear Editor,
this problem by default from President
I would like to express my thanks
Reagan who condemns the government
to the Betas for a successful
Welcome Back to Wooster Dance. As
of Nicaragua for offenses that he
Chairperson, I appreciate
S.A.B.
to
chooses
ignore
when
routinely
any help at all from other organizaperpetrated by the government of South
tions and was especially impressed
Africa. The federal government has, in
with the commitment of the Betas.
the past few months, just started to
They made an important stand in
supporting a
event as
formulate policy toward South Africa.
tasty
as
well
providing
drinks
for
It is unconscionable that the
those who dared to try them !
government is confining its debates on
It was a good evening and was just
South Africa to issues relating to
a sample of what can happen if student organizations work together.
divestment In his editorial Paul
Thanks Betas!
Savage notes that as a result of the
deaths of scores of Americans at the
hands of Libyan sponsored terrorists
Janet McCracken
the United States retaliated swiftly
against Libya. In the past years the
Dear Editor:
government of South Africa has killed
of its own people. It is
I wish to thank whoever
inexcusable that the government of the
to remove all the
decided
and
United States has moved so slowly
books from my carrel at the
ineffectivly to emancipate the black
end of spring semester. I am
population of South Africa. The
issues surrounding South Africa should
certain
an
was
it
not , have been allowed to go
underclassperson because the
unresolved for so long by the
todfcfent occurred on the last
government in Washington.
The
day of finals, when a person
College of Wooster has taken on the
could easily steal someone's
burden of formulating policy in an area
books, sell them back to the
where the federal government, the most
bookstore, and then flee out of
effective force to end this crisis has
town. '
it would be very
proved itself to be ineffective.
untikekj for a senior to
"low-incom-

By David A. Dean

--

America has always supported the individual. From
its rugged birth in 1776 to the rich cultural boom in the
early 1900's America has always supported the rough,
rugged, and determined individual by giving it a sort of
personal identity.
However, has America turned its back on the determined individual in favor of a community norm? Last
Tuesday, Eleanor Holmes Norton addressed the Forum
regarding this topic by suggesting that the individual
and the promise a brighter future were granted to those
who struck our shores during the wave of immigration
in the 18th and 19th centuries.
She commented that,
"America always promised the illiterate and unskilled peasant the opportunity and chance to be a skilled
craftsperson, a lawyer, and a mayor."
Holmes believed that American philosophy, its constitution, and its social history have always supported
the individual drive to suceed. However, the community
and its desire to return to basic values has sought to stifle individualism by enforcing the status quo.natural
order, and community norms.
America has become greedy. The proud America that
stood for the rugged individual has evolved into a

g
community-orientebody. Society is
to the U.S. Constitution
developing a kind of
by maintaining, in theory, individual freedom as long as
it does not infringe on the progress of the community.
Society has created the mentality that the majority is
somehow composed of individuals while the minority is
something to be shunned and repeatedly persuaded to
the "right" side. America believes that as long as the individual conforms to the community norm its progress
can only be enhanced rather than impeeded. However,
for the minority, its contribution is silenced and its
fhiniring is adjusted to that of the majority. A terrible
contradiction exists.
America is a pluralistic society governed by a document that protects the rights of the minority as well as
the majority. In our struggle to be a nation unified, in
our struggle to return to American values, we have
silenced the creativity, the determinism, and the basic
human rights that characterize a pluralistic society.
America must reject the notion that to progress invariably means we must return to basic values, community norms and dictated freedom. For if this path is
followed we will most assuredly have rocky future into
the 21st Century.
d,

Letters to the Editor

Reagan and
South Africa

Community Norm

norm-enforcin-

lip-servi-

ce

David A. Dean is Editor-in-Che-if
of The Wooster Voice.
y
He is a Senior
major. The topic of
his Junior I.S. s were
Foster Dulles Foreign Policy" and "Plato's Lysis:
Dialogue Concerning Friendship."
History-Philosoph-

.
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Musical Show Competition
responsible for the winning show.
the monies will be split among them
respectively. Although the libretto of
a musical will not be judged, an additional prize of $1,000 will be
presented to the librettist of the win-

academic year as a recognized stu
dent activity of a college or university in the United States or Canada.
Awards of 12,500 each will be given
to the composer of the best musical,
author of the best lyrics and the
organization or club which spon
sored the winning show. In the event
of the multiple composers or authors

theatre professionals.
The BMI University Musical Show
Competition closes June 15,1987.
Poster and rule sheet will be mailed
thisfall. -

1986-8- 7

of stress.
Liz Moran, "86
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Published weekly during the academic year except during vacations
and examination periods by the
students of The College of Wooster,
Wooster, Ohio.
The Wooster Voice welcomes all
typed and signed letters to the
editor from students, faculty, ad-

ministrators, subscribers and
members of the greater Wooster
community. All correspondence
may be addressed to: The Wooster
Voice, Post Office Box
The

Tirst class postage paid at Wooster, Ohio. Postmaster: Send address chances To The Wooster
The
Voice. Post Office Box
College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio,
44691 (attn: Ida Williams). Back
issues are available from The
C-31-

87,

Wooster Voice office.

BHI will again sponsor the BUI
University Musical Show Competi
tion Awards. These awards will be
eiven to the undergraduate com
poser, lyricist, and librettist of the
best musical show or revue

during the

average of four hours of sleep
each night for the previous
two weeks.
The person who decided to
make a few dollars off some
stolen books from carrel 2-- 1 6
in Andrews tibrary should not
only consider the financial
cost of the books stolen, but
the fact that the senior the
books were
stolen from
worked to Mom's to pay for
them.
I only have, for the most
part, memories of great
friendships and honest people
at Vooster. The purpose of
this letter is to remind the
thoughtless,
perhaps
desperate, person who stole
my books to think again before
adding umeeded stress to a
person already under plenty

College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio
44691. The deadline for all letters
and stories is Tuesday at 6 p.m.
The current subscription price is
$25.00 per year for first class deliv- -

A

to sponsor University

presented

J

C-31- 87,

MM

WHAT ABOUT

BMI

commit such a crime, knovng
on campus
the following five days and
may be caught.
At the time of the theft
was waiting to hear if my I. S.
had passed, because I had to
rewrite mine. I had had an

heshe vouU be

David Dean, Editor-in-Chi- ef
Peter Westerman,

Edward Eberhart,
Associate Editors

Jeff Lietxke, Business Manager

ning show.
The competition will be judged by
a distinguished panel of musical

Susan Gale, Managing Editor
Chris Shllts, Sports Editor
Kate Wolfe, Layout Editor

'

-

-

.
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STAFF: Ida Williams, Bob Murphy, Becky Pickett, Tad Mason,.
Tony Lathrop, Graham Rayman,
Ted "Scoop" Silverman, David Alls in, Meskerem
Gebrekidan, Pat.
Schmitz, Chuck Brady.
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CRUSHING TERRORISM
By Paul Savage

-

;

By Ted Silverman

Between ivsu and 1985 320 Americans lost their lives at the
hands of international terrorists. By the start of 1985 It seemed
as if terrorists could strike at will at Americans living and
traveling overseas.
The United States was letting Itself be
pushed around by madmen who believed that the only way to
iiigni ior a cause was to kill random Americans and Europeans in

SEPTEUBiSa'TriJ-

-

WHAT A LONG STRANGE
TRIP ITS BEEN

The American public continues to

following of the hardiest
fans,
who defy all priorities to
enjoy the experience. The Grateful
Dead's subculture, the "Dead heads-prove to be just as enduring as the band
they eagerly follow. When the Dead
arrive for a show a sign of their

Concert goers left exhausted after an
eighthour .ssaulton the senses.
resources; a magical conglomerate of
Following the Minneapolis concert.
virtuoso rock and rollers known as the
the Dead continued east for three more
Grateful Dead. Flowering out of the
jo id out dates without the assistance of
bud of a major American turning point
fa- - DylanPetty team. The band -In early 1986 three terrorist acts pushed the United States in cultural identity, the Dead emerged
lmoked through two shows at the
over the boiling point.
atmosphere Alpine Valley Amphitheatre near
On January 7, 1986, almost from San Francisco's Haight Ashbury presence is the carnival-lik- e
- simultaneously, Libyan terrorists killed 31 persons and wounded district to liven up two decades for the
surrounding the concert hall befor; Milwaukee Wisconsin, followed bv a
48 others at the Rome and Vienna airports. On March 14, 1986 youth of our country. From their the performance. This circus often tremendous performance at Cincinnati a.
a bomb exploded in a crowded West Berlin disco frequented by origins this band has existed as an arrives days before the shows actual River bend Amphitheatre, These
tU.S. servicemen, killing a Turkish woman and and a U.S. Army anomaly, defying the traditional modes date. These concertgoers ritualistically shows were flawlessly performed for
sergeant and wounding 128 other servicemen and West German of success and musical direction that await the show by holding a parking the ecstatic midwest audiences.
most other rock groups tend to obey. lot bacchanalia in celebration of the
civilians.
Swinging up Interstate 71 towards
Within days or the Berlin disco bombing West German and American audiences are force-fe- d rock good times to come.
Akron, Ohio brought to mind the
My summer vacation from the small contingent of Dead heads at the
American Intellegence sources had traced the planning of the music pumped out over FM. airwaves
in
to
College
order
promote
sales
album
and
the
of Wooster involved a cross College of Wooster. Many were in .
bombing and the airport attacks to Libya, a North African nation
-- packaged pop
fame
and
fortune
pre
country
odyssey in the wake of the attendance at this Dc adDylanPetty
of
by
military
strongman Momar Ghadafi. The United States
.Jed
grappled with the problem of what actions should be taken icons. The Grateful Dead have rarely Dead's musical, cultural and social party. Students and alumni of the
against Ghadafi, a long-tim- e
supporter of terrorism against the been caught up in this hoopla. They experience.The Dead's 86 summer tour C.O.W. crowded together to enjoy a
have only had one single that ever commenced with three completely lengthy show at which the Dead
United States.
On April 7, 1986 President Reagan finally
came close to the top of the charts. sold-operformances at the University headlined following a strong show by
. answered
back to terrorism by swiftly and decisively attacking
military targets within Libya. The airstrlkes on Benghazi and Resultingly, record sales have never of California's Greek Amphitheatre, Bob and Tom. At one point in the
Tripoli lasted only a total of 14 minutes, but they sent a been their strong point This character The band was in high spirits as they Dead's first set they were joined (almost
-message to terrorists throughout the world: do not mess with the of their identity strongly contradicts the pumped out a taste of their almost 200 expectedly) by Bob Dylan. They
logic of the music industry. Though song repertoire for the gyrating west performed a lengthyam of 'TilfleRed
United States of America!
Since that great day in April when President Reagan decided they have more than twenty albums to coast crowd. The band provided Rooster", followed by an unprecedented
to fight back against terrorism, acts of terror against Americans their credit and have failed to release lengthy , tasteful sets to their version of "Don't Think Twice It's
'have been minimal. Terrorist groups and nations who support any new material in the last five years hometown audience, most of whom Alright". They concluded with a
terrorism now know that the United States will fight terror with they consistently sell out 90 of their left in bewildered ecstasy. Following version of Dylan's, "If s All Over Now
terror. Speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives, Thomas live concerts and have not stopped the Greek theatre shows, the band Baby Blue". This show was certainly
headed 1700 long miles east to one of the high points of the tour.
O'Neil, was quoted as saying, "The only way to fight terrorism touring in 21 years.
Bumper
Minneapolis Minnesota's Metrodome.
stickers
proclaim,
Is to strike at its source.
A large contingent of Wooster
Countries who support terrorism
"THERE IS NOTHING LIKE A , This locale was a striking contrast to students gathered for an anticlimatic
should be punished."
I am sure there were Innocent victims in the U.S. raids on GRATEFUL DEAD CONCERT". the unique beauty of the San Francisco July 4th celebration with the
Those of us who have attended one can bay area, but what it lacked in regional DeadDylanPetty team. As fate would
- Libya, but we must remember that those lost lives may have
saved countless others throughout the world. The U.S. bombing easily acknowledge that Many had a character was accounted for by the have it the Dead opened the show with
raids' were justified. An ABC NewsGallop Poll showed nearly chance this past summer when the intensity of the show. This concert a potent performance. It seemed as if
year of marked the addition of two big name time slipped by in an instant Dylan
70
of all Americans surveyed supported the President's decision Dead marked their twenty-fir- st
successful
longevity
a
seven touring partners for the Dead; Bob and Petty followed with a solid but
with
stifle
Libya's
Ito
terrorist activities. I just hope that if terrorists
attack Americans again, the U.S. will act strongly towards town, eleven show tour. The majority Dylan and Tom Petty and the highly repetitive performance of the
crushing the "heart and soul" of those terrorist activities. If it of these concerts were completely sold Heartbreakers. Kicking off a five show same tunes they played in Minneapolis
takes military action that would devastate the terrorists and their out These were by no means close tour within a tour the Dead opened up and Akron. The audience, was
"countries, then all Americans should support those moves. personal experiences with the Dead. for Dylan and Petty with reckless extremely energetic on this classic
Terrorists must be dealt with In a harsh manner, Just as they deal They played with amazing potency to abandon. They tore through an summer holiday.
crowds ranging in size from 10,000 to uncharacteristic two and one half hour
The Circus then headed southeast
- with their Innocent victims.
70,000. The magnitude of these
show without a set break for an ecstatic toward the Nation's CapitoL where the
concerts is a reflection of the Dead's crowd of 65,000 people. The air three bands would play at Washington
Voting
address with the Board of Elections popularity, regardless of their lack of suspended roof of the Metrodome D.C.'s R.F.K. Stadium. Two nights
success as recording artists.
nearly exploded from the energy. of music for more man 150,000 fans
.?UvU,;V
If yon are registered to rote in
NoTember1
ayne County aid are now living at
This
band
provides
more
far
Dylan
than
and Petty headlined with a concluded the Dead's transcontinental,
k different address (Dorm or other-- If. there areelectk)nsmusical
integrity.
They
lengthy
a
breed
show of their greatest hits. eleven show summer celebration.. The
vast
any
Questions regSTthan wtiM iM mmr mwvimia.
can
please
ding
this,
final performance ended the tour on a .
Vj enrolled, you must change your
high point for once again Bob Dylan "
joined the Dead in another jam of his
$
ir-THS
masterful songs. " Never had such a
good time in my life before".
The Grateful Dead have proven
that they need not follow the traditional
path that America's top acts pursue .
Wooster
They successfully defy the logic of the
music industry with astounding results.
The 1986 summers tour is cogent
. proof of the Grateful Dead's lasting
;
appeal. One of the country's most
influential promoters. Bill Graham
up a great deal when he
summed
FtfspAY
LevVCttifO
WA5
XT
HVsfr.
"
I
W jt
i r
r... 7 I
i
,"1
declared, 'They're not me best at what :
'mS rJ3 ssza,
r rrfcaTrr ai"
t
they do, They are the only ones that do '
3J was untwMHL.
At lfk- nmroiu
A
WTO
Hopefully many more years will
it"
-Cf-N&HT HAVE
THIS 6 UKUs.
eo iArt fcWW
see the coming of this great American
--tUfSfA
THE TRck?L HAS SoifJ&
AfuS.
WHAT CgALw&s ,c
institution. "Summer time done come
&
INStltDMBSS S
and gone my oh my!"
MtKH when vh fyr 70 7WfcT MAiofcC I
.
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ignore one of its most abundant cultural devotees
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Continued from page 1
express exactly where it was we were
Many people have been
going.
harrassed there by Contra sympathizers.
R: Where exactly were you?

C: We were in Choquitio, a very
small town. You wont be able to find
it on a map. Youll never see the road
into town on a map either.
R: Was there much
presence?

of a government

C: The school is government-run- ,
and it has a sizable international
presense. A number of the men and
women at the school are militia

- SEPTEMBER 12.

1SS3

home!" And I was like, Oh sht is
this going to be the tone of the whole
trip? That was the only incident of any
kind of a hostile feeling about
Americans in the country, that I saw,
during the whole trip.
At the school, everyone was very
open and very fun. They wanted to get
to know us. They very clearly made
the distinction between citizens of the
United States and the administration.
R: Did you sense any phoniness in
them at all?
C: No, it was very natural. I made
some good friends down there.

R: Did you have any direct

run-in-

s

with the Contra?
C: No. The closest we came to
Contra activity was one day when we
were working and we heard three loud
We thought it was
explosions.
thunder. Coming from suburban
North America, you think in terms of a
truck backfing, or thunder, or a
building being demolished. When we
came in from work that evening, we
found out that a truck had been
ambushed by the Contra ten miles to
the north. A total of thirty two people
were killed. Fourteen men and the
remainder were women and children.

That night we were asked not to leave
the school. Because they were worried
mat the Contra were still in the area.
They ran tighter patrols, which at the
time was a little bit tense.
For us, the war was something that
was over the mountains. We knew the
war existed, but that incident brought it
closer to home.
Every time we went over a bridge
there were two militia persons on either
side. You could see patches on the
bridge where it had been mined. After
you realize what's going on it is a very
comforting feeling seeing those two
people watching that bridge.
Another time, four of us were

walking back from town at around ten
o'clock. Three militia men came up
and told us that it was very dangerous
to be out in a full moon. They took
us back into town. Then two of them
walked back out to the school with us.
The whole time, they had their rifles
out scanning the brush. That was
tense. But at the same time
comforting.
They told us of a hilltop where on the
tenth of the month they had seen a fire.
They went to check it out and found a
group of twenty Contra around a fire
drinking rum and playing cards. They
went back to the school and got some
Continued on Page 5
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persons.

One time we went to a celebration,
and the army came in and stayed at the
school. Because that would have been
a perfect time for the Contra to hit.
When there was no one around to
defend the place.
Of course they were curious. Here
we were, from the UNITED STATES,
whose government is oppressing and
killing their people. But we didn't feel
anyone was watching us.
Foe. example, people will tell them
stuff mat they can't take down. Even
to the extent where there have been a
lot of tools confiscated by people who
are not officials.

JOIN IN OUR 200th SALON CELEBRATION!
1973,
Founding

R: What about the Nicaraguan
airport?
C: We landed in Managua. We went 1
through customs which took an hour
and a half. We were all very tired. I ,
it
was suprised at how
was. They opened my bag, looked in,
and then just closed it up. It was
nothing.
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Trip To CANCUN, MEXICO
ar

C: Not really. They knew we were
American citizens. It is so common
for them to have internationals coming
through their airport, that it was no big

FDRS? TO02G 1 Year
and
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R: Did you sense any kind of
tension once you began working at the
school? Were there any things that
you saw that you might have
questioned? Would the people talk
about anything with you? Or at times,
did they say, "Forget it we are not
going to talk about that?"
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great for six months.
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R: Did you ask the questions you
wanted to ask?

. . FREE!

1

Annual Suntan Package,

of Free

Includes 1 Permanent Wave, 4 Haircuts, 1
complete Redken Salon Prescription Haircare regimen. Two Second Prizes to be awarded.

We'll keep you looking

and

of Free

to take care of your haircare needs for a full year! Includes 3 Permanent Waves, 9 Haircuts,
complete Redken Salon Prescription Haircare Regimen! Two First Prizes to be awarded.

We want

deaL

C: Yes. My Spanish is not of the
level where I can ask any question I
want. I can ask a question in English
to a translator, and I can fairly well tell
if that translator is asking the question
that I asked or not.
One incident was rather strange. In
Managua, we were on a kind of
walking tour of the city and a truck
drove by. A man leaned out of the
window and said in English "Go back

A

TOPEE

Have a "FIESTA" in Mexico on us! Register for an all expense paid trip to beautiful Cancun for yourself and a guest! Spend
beach front resort. Included is airfare plus $500
five days and four nights in the luxurious FIESTA AMERICANA, a five-st'
SPENDING MONEY! One Grand Prize to be awarded.

R: Did you get the feeling that they
knew who you were?

C: I never encountered that.

in
Help us celebrate the opening of our 200th salon. Since our
public acceptance of Fiesta has helped us grow to one of the largest chains in the
country. Mow in five states, we'll soon open in two morel
Help us celebrate the opening of our beautiful new corporate headquarters
building in Columbus, Ohio. Our fifth office location since starting on a kitchen
table finds Fiesta in one of the most modern and efficient facilities of its kind!
To thank our Customers and Friends for their support, we're offering prizes and
gifts to all! Come celebrate with us!

Six-Mon-

Tanning Package,

th

OF OUR SALONS ARE CELEDRATIHG!

Each and every Fiesta Salon will be giving away 1 Permanent Wave, 1 complete Redken
Salon Prescription Haircare Regimen and 2 Shampoo, Cut and Blowdry services. Register
today at the Fiesta Hair Fashions Salon nearest you!
Deadline to enter drawing Is Saturday, October 11, 1986.
Drawing will be held November 1, 1986. No purchase
nacessaryAimtt one entry per parson. All prizes an
nontntnsfarableffieial mlas posted In Salon.

We Use. Hecofhmend

SRetail Redken Salon Prescription Hair Products

REDKEN

-- J

College Hills Plaza

ilSrlSS

AVenUe

NO APPOINTMENTS

-

HAIR FASHIONS

Varied our suntan beds?
JUST WALK

IN . .

Daily

8-- 8;

Sun.

Sat.

8-- 6

10-- 5

.and remember great hair doesn't have to be expensive!
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Continued from page 5
men and suprised the Contra, who fled.
Now, the

co-o-

p

has some very nice

they just dont have the stuff.
thafs one of the prices of war.

But

countryside. These were farmers,
merchants, some tradespeople. They
were the folks.

blue backpacks.
R: Did you run into any foreign
news personnel while you were

R: You perceived some inaccuracies

within what were being reported in the working?
US about Nicaragua. Has what you've
C: It is fairly well known that a lot
seen this summer made you question
some of the things you've read in the of the reporting that goes on from
who
C: A lot of the way our press ' Nicaragua is from correspondents
Managua.
in
time
their
all
spend
of
presents the information is very
hotel
They address issues that are They stay in the intercontinental
very nice and exclusive place
a
which
is
not very pertinent And they present
get a real sense ol
them in a way that would lead one to to stay, thefore they
what the people are about I found
believe that that is the issue.
Managua to be a fairly depressing
They talk about the military
place. Managua is also the central
build-uWhat they won't explain is
of all of the legitimate
location
that what's being built up is a military
in the country. The
unrest
political
that is at war. They are trying to
the system. All
within
is
that
dissent
defend their people from aggresion that
are based there,
parties
opposition
the
is being supported by one of the
FSLA(National
as
as
the
well
world's
Half of the
Sandanista Liberation Front). That is
national budget is geared toward
defense. The Nicaraguans do not have very accepted, but these are also the
the largest military in Central America people who will do most of the
bitching and moaning about the
by any means.
Sandanistas.
They will report people being
detained by the police. They won't tell
you that that's because this is a country R: Is the war with the Contras a
at war. And they won't remind you . major part of the average Nicaraguans
daily life? Do they feel that at any time.
that this happens consistently
someone could be killed?
everywhere in Latin America.
one-side-d.

p.

'

Is there anything else that you
want to mention?
R:

super-power- s.

1

C: I encourage people to approach it
with an open mind. I did and I still

don't even pretend to have a fully
formed opinion about it I think since
coming back I see a lot more of what
the other side is saying. I see a lot of
what the current administration is afraid
of. I think it is mistaken. But I see
some of the reasons for it
I think it is very important that the
people of the US should be aware and
do their best to informed. I think it is
important to take a critical look at what
they are being told, and to make an
effort to find information that perhaps
doesn't tow the main line.

R: Did you go to special stores?

,ir?

BSA Speofrs;
As president of the Black
Students' Association, I would like to
extend a warm welcome back to the
returning students, well as a good
old fashioned welcome to all new
students. This will be the first year
that the BSA will have a column in

in companies in South Africa. The
Battle Continues!
Our organisation is open to anyone
who shares our special concerns and
values. One does not have to be a

Baas
mw
KUIKI
The Wooster Voice. BSA would like functions
or programs sponsored by
to thank the Voice staff for the in- BSA or any of its extended organizavitation this year. For the many tions. I would especially Uke to enstudents who have no idea of what courage everyone to attend our
the BSA stands for, I would like to Black ram Festival, Black Alumni
take the time to provide a brief Series, and especially the Africa
description.
Week activities. Black Forum, one
of our extended organisations. Is
currently striving to bring the
The Black Students' Assoeation is Reverend Jesse Jackson to our cam-ma
an organization which strives to
and wnnM Mall imtwlit
abolish the ignorance and prejudice your support Keep an open
present on this campus and the sur- when you have us in mind. 'mind
rounding community through educational programs and events. We
BSA
abhor any form of prejudice which
every
p
meets
Sunday
5
at
in
jn.
the
manifests Hself in racism, sexism,
or any other form of action against Faculty Lounge and everyone is
minorities or other diaarivantarMl welcome to bring a dinner tray.
people in our society. This concern
M
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R: Just to make things clear, these
were not university educated people.

C: No, these were the people of the
aaBmaB--eauaBa

Applehas two ways to putyou ahead
VEGETARIAN COOKING:
A babysitting course will be
A vegetarian cooking class Is being offered one block north of cam- presented at Wooster Community
pus every Wednesday evening at Hospital on September 27, October 4,
7pm. The class concludes with a full and October 11th. Three consecutive
course vegetarian meal. All are Saturday's this program will include
welcome. A suggested donation of a heart saver basic cardiar life sup11.00 (for students) is requested. For port and infant CPR.This program is

more information, please call

282-508-

9.

Robert Cohen

being presented by the Health
Education Department of Wooster
Community Hospital. Please call
Ext. 284 for information.

Penon(s) to work as
relief staff in homes for
respondence with either male or developmentally disabled adults in
female college students. Wants to Wooster. Call Jane Hawley or Ernie
between Sam and
form a friendly relationship and Fisher at
more or leu just exchange past ex- 5pA weekdays.
periences and ideas. Will answer all
letters and exchange pictures. If in- Residential Support Services, Inc.
337 W. North Street
terested write to Jim Jeff ers, Box
Wooster, Ohio 44891
Florence, Arixona 85232.
Death Row prisoner, Caucasian

male, age 40, desires

of the competition. And keep you there.
Just take part in a five minute
demonstration of the Macintosh"per-sonal

computer.
You'll see how Macintosh can
help you work better, faster and smarter.

cor-

WANTED:

part-tim- e

283-088-

B-388- 04,

You'll also qualify to win aTrek
touring bike. And youU walk
away with a free bicycle capt
Macintosh and aTrek bike.
12-spe-

ed

Both wilt do more than help you
r-get ahead. Both will take you
anywhere you want to go.
A

vJt

Academic Computing Services
Consulting Office

284-41- 12

1502 BeaU Avenue
Wooster. Ohio 44691

ir.

Editorial By Josephine Robinson

------------aa"-

C: No, we just went to the tiny
store in Choquitio. They always had
bread. Frequently they didn't have beer
or soda. That's brought on by the trade
blockade, because of the shortage of
glass bottles. So, it is not really a
problem in the production of beer and
soda. That could be very aggravating.
In restaurants, they'd have fifteen
items on the menu, but they eould
only serve two of them. So much of
the foodstuffs are going to the war,

C: Yes. That is very much a part of
the people's conciousness. Especially
in the countryside, and the northern
regions. Because it is a very real and
present danger. You are not safe. Any
time that you have to have armed vigil
at night it is very much on your mind.
And we were told that jokes about the
Contra are not at all appropriate there.
Because you know these people have
lost brothers .mothersathers, sisters,
and children. People are very scared
about it
But they are very proud of their
revolution. They really want to protect
that I heard people who said that no I
am not a Sandanista, and I don't
support the Sandanista, but I support
this revolution.

ri

SEETC--

extends further than Inst the earn.
pus environment into the world at
targe, we aemonstratea this strong
sense of responsibility and concern
as we led manv nroesti a atnat the
apartheid system in South Africa.
These protests were attempts to get
the College to divest itself of holding

--

They wilt talk about food shortages.
They speak of a bread line. It is rather
amusing when you're there. There is a
bread line in Estili. It is at the bakery
that makes the best bread in the
country. That bakery always runs out
of bread before everyone who wants
bread gets it. Whenever we wanted
bread we got it

.

Taylor Hell

Room 208

2

and details are atwlnhle at your microcomputer center. Bicycle cans mailable limit supply lasts. Trek' 'is a trademark of Trek Bicycle
arp O I9H6 AppltComputer. Inc. Apple and the Apple bign are registered trademark Apple Computer. Inc. Macintosh is a trademark ofMclnSosh
ihtiratory. luc ami ufoing used ti lth its express pernitssum
ffer restrKlKuii
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Hopes High for Men's Soccer

3-- 0,
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COUXCE OF WOOSTER

Fighting Scots Football Opens at Home

by Tad Mason
After three tough seasons, the 1986
Mens Soccer team seems to be on the
right track towards an outstanding year.
After the first week of play, the team
making it only one of two
was
Division III teams in the country that
are undefeated. Because of this record,
the team has moved up to fourth place
in the rankings for the Great Lakes
Region, the highest they have been
ranked since 1978.
The key to the revitalization of the
team this year has been the influx of
some very good freshmen. Because of
their ability, Coach Bob Nye has been
able to move talented upperclassmen
Carlos Pettinau and John Porter to their
more natural positions in the center of
the field. This move, along with the
input of more speed by the freshmen
makes the Scots a potentially
explosive team, able to score from
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Pat Schmitx
any attempt by Earlham to score. The
only goal of the game was scored by
Junior Carlos Pettinau, who looped a
shot over the the Earlham keeper only
seven minutes into the game. After the
goal, the game was a standoff, as
neither side could mount much of an
attack.

In the teams second game, which
opened up the Wooster Invitational, the

The College of Wooster football
team, led by second year coach Bob
Tucker, is going to stake if s reputation
as the most improved team in the
North Coast Athletic Conference
against the menacing Purple Raiders of
Mount Union College at Severance
Stadium this Saturday at 1:30. The
fighting Scots are hoping to continue
to improve on last year's 6 finish.
The Purple Raiders, despite the fact
that they come from a school of only
970 students, have been one of the
most dominant teams of the Ohio
Athletic Conference (the Scot's former
conference) in recent years. Last
season they posted an intimidating
record, while scoring 30 or more
points on seven occasions, and holding
their opponants under a touchdown on
six occasions. In spite of the fact that
their only loss last season was a 4
3--

Scots played Ohio Northern. The team
played poorly but was still able to pull
out a win. Like the previous game,
Carlos Pettinau scored a goal early in
the game and the Scots went on to win
-0. Nye attributed the sluggish play
to the opening classes that week and
the difficulty to prepare mentally in the
confusion. But Nye commented that
he was happy to see that the team
could play poorly and still win.
That win moved the team into the
championship game versus a strong
almost anywhere.
Calvin squad. In this game, all signs
The more potent offense is
of sluggishness were gone as the
complemented by a rapidly improving
by Bob Murphy
Scots dominated nearly the entire
defense which is constantly applying
The Fighting Scot field hockey team
third
pressure on the ball. Nye explains that game. Pettinau scored for the
is
geared up for another season in
corner
a
with
games
many
as
in
the defense is doing such a good job of time
which
they figure to be the College's
game.
the
into
minutes
ten
goal
kick
preventing opponents from taking the
top
sport. Last season, the team,
fall
was
drilled
goal
second
Scots
The
the
ball past midfield that it is making
under
direction
of second year coach
job for the offense that much easier. A home by Freshman Jim Shenk after
Noonan
all the way to
Sheila
advanced
fine examplee of how well the Scots are receiving a brilliant pass from
Division
III
Nationals.
This season
over
took
defense
Pettinau. The Scots
playing is illustrated by how many
posses
even
an
stronger
they
defense,
for
Calvin
down
and
shut
shots on goal the opponents have had. from there
comes
and
their
offense
together
if
won
as
team
the
game
the
rest
of
the
Against Earlham it was eleven, Ohio
better than last year, the team could do
2- - 1.
Northern had six and Calvin
even better on a national scale.
The teams next game is at home on
remarkably only had three.
The team graduated only one member
Saturday against an always tough
The teams first game this year was
spring,
ace Carol
last
against a perennial Great Lakes power, Oberlin team. Come out and watch
Martin,
NCAC
who
led
the
in scoring.
soccer
exciting
young
and
Earlham. The Scots won this game by this years
year
not
this
returning
Also
is senior
team.
scoring quickly and then holding off
Aggie Belt. Otherwise, the team is
very similar to last year's. Captains
out this years line-uMargaret Beebe
and Ellen Wright The Scots have a
by James Ritter
tougher schedule this year, "and the
In 1984 the Scots finished second, in Joshua Denbeaux, David Dubin, Mike
conference, in general, is better this
1985 they finished third, this year could Ellis, Peter Fiori, Stephen Hartley,
year," says coach Noonan.
be the big one; namely the North
Brian Howman, Jonathan Paitee and
The real question this year, says
Coast Athleteic Conference title in
Matthew Portner.
Noonan, is: "Can we produce goals
cross country. Veteran coach Jim
However the focal point of Bean's
within the offensive circle?" She feels
Bean, who will retire from coaching sucess will come from senior Paul
that the team has improved its midfield
and teaching after the season would
Fleming (Evanston, 111.). An
love nothing better than to clinch the outstanding distance runner in track as
elusive conference title.
well as cross country he returns to lead
Wooster will have to surprise last
the Scots as top man. He is joined by while the rest of the season is away.
The Scots open their season
year's conference champion and
Junior Todd Fach, the 1984 NCAC
13 against Case Western at
September
as
Western
well
Case
qualifier
national
cross s country champion and senior
will be several other
There
home.
as thwart early season favorite
David Dean. In addition, the Scots will
NCAC in the match.
the
from
teams
Allegheny College if they are to finish need to rely on
runner
at the top. Early reports show that
and junior Scott Mellor, and
both Case and Allegheny College have sophomores Todd Kelleher and Scott
had better than usual recruiting seasons Mkhakk.
which make the task at hand even ' This year's team . looks very
greater.
impressive and by the glimmer in Jim
Although the team lost no one due to Beans eyes you know he's got
A2TXLETXC
graduation the 1986-8- 7 season brought something up his sleeve. The Scots
forth an exciting, as well as talented only have two home meets, Case il
group of freshmen. Newcomers are Western, and the Wooster Invitational,
1-

11-1-

-0

21-1-

provided by Savage, and senior
linemen Rocky Zazzaro and Robert
Tull.
Defensively, the Fighting Scots
have junior defensive end Brock Jones,
seasoned lettermen.
who set a school record with 13
Wooster can boast of thirty
including three quarterback sacks last season Jones
returning
year lettermen Chuck Haggerty, Paul who is joined by defensive tackle Ned
Savage, and Kirk Smith. The Scots Fox, linebackers Kirk Smith and Jeff
squeaker to perennial Division III
powerhouse Augustana, Mount Union
is hadicapped by first-yecoach Larry
Kehres, and the loss of sixteen
ar

letter-winner-

s,

also possess

sixteen

two-ye- ar

lettermen. Their offence is led by
sophomore quarterback Don Mattews,
who completed 44.4 of his passes for
626 yards and seven touchdowns as a
freshman. Complimenting Mathews
tailbacks, juniors
will be two
Jon Bulkley and Tom Kincaid. Kincaid
compiled an excellent 4.3 yards per
carry average last season. Juniors Rich
Carmel (fullback) and Mike Woltman
(tightend) also bring strength to the
skill positions. Protection will be
top-not-

ch

Thomas, and an experienced secondaries

which feature juniors Kevin Howard
and Terry Carter, and sophomore Steve
Young, making up the Scots defense.
Sophomor Jay Simmonds averaged
40 5 yards per punt last year, while
senior Dave Baka converted 9 of 1 1
extra point attempts.
Wooster will not concede any
advantage to Mount Union, and expects
to find itself in a close,
football game tomorrow.
well-execut- ed

Women's Field Hockey

all-confere- nce

Scots Eye the Elusive NCAC Crown

p,

All-Conferen- cee

.

rroarxx
COAST

and backfield control of the ball, and
elapsed in the half, while Brandy snuck
that an offense that works well together one in from close in with only 1:30 left
could make the Scots very effective.
to play in the game.
Last Wednesday, September 10, the
Overall, it was obvious the Scots are a
Scots faced their first regular season
team
made up of players who all
challenge when they hosted Oberlin on
to handle the ball very well.
know
how
the Cindy Barr Memorial field. It was
a great home opener as the Scots Their team skill level in every position
cleaned Oberlin's clock, defeating them was far ahead of Oberlin's. They
showed good team offense and a strong
Sophomore Kim Rowland
A group of Political Science
bench.
quickly started off the scoring for the
majors
watching
the game concluded
Scots by knocking in a goal one and
half minutes into the game. Next to
score was Sophomore Celinda Brandt,
that the Scots: "definitely mean
who scored at the 14:43 mark. Senior serious business" this season.
Captain Kate Koehler did not want to
The field hockey team will face a
be left out of the action, and scored a strong challenge tomorrow when they
goal of her own with 6:13 left in the take on the Big Red Denison at
half. . To finish off the first halfs Granville. In addition, on Tuesday the
16th, they will be playing the Ladies
scoring, Kim Rowland made another
of Kenyon, at Kenyon. Their next
goal with 3:20 left to go.
home game will be on Saturday,
The second half saw Koehler and
Brandt each score again. Obvioulsy, September 27, against the Bishops of
neither player wanted Rowland to get Ohio Wesleyan. It is one of only three
remaining home games for the Scots,
ahead of them on team scoring.
Koehler's second goal came with 20:10 and everyone is encouraged to attend.
6-- 0.

Women's Soccer
by Beth Ryan
This years Women's Soccer team is
young, but very impressive. Loaded
with talent and enthusiasm, the team is
looking forward to a sucessful season.
One reason for the teams optimism is
the coaching staff. Head coach Jackie
Roth is a well qualified coach as well as
an excellent player. She starts for the
Akron Internationals.
Betty Title is back as assistant coach.
She played four years at Wooster. The
team consists of juniors Carol
Anderson, Dawn Crownover, Miriam

Glanz, Suzanna Holm, Kate Jones
(captain), Karen Harky, Jennifer Lister,
Colleen McCauley, Cathy Sciribner
and Mimi Williams. Freshman include
Laurie Cummings, Kathy Dolan,
Teddie Duling, Nancy Heard, Jennifer
Patterson, Cheryl Wilson and Mia
Wright.
A
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Smith Has Rebuilding Task
News Service

Despite being just two years
removed from its best season in
history, the Scottie volleyball team
will be facing a massive rebuilding
effort in 1986.
Wooster welcomes its third new
coach in four years, and responsibility
for rebuilding the program rests
squarely on the shoulders of first-yecoach Pam Smith.
In order to accomplish this awesome
task, Smith will have to build around
the only two players with significant
playing experience - juniors Dawn
Lightel and Tracy Foreman, both of
whom hail from Kent Roosevelt High
School.
Lightel, a tall, slender middle hitter,
will be the heart of Wooster's offense
this season. Foreman, one of the
finest back row players in the North
Coast Athletic Conference , may
ar

Sept

Sept.

Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept

assume the setting duties this season.
Other key returnees include junior
hitters Meg Anfang ( Novelty ),
Melanie Headley ( Colombus ) and
Mary Hueske ( Oak Harbor ), along
with sophomores Rathy Klein (
NahviHe, Tenn. ) and Michelle Brittain
(Cleveland Heights).

,

These veterans will have to make up
for the loss of four starters, including.
setter Nora
Academic
Land (Parma). In addition, the loss of
hitters Cindy Panos Oberlin ), Liz
Resek ( Washington, Pa. ) and
three-yestarter Tammy Allen (
Sturgis, Mich. ) will cut deeply inoto
'
Wooster's offensive attack. Also,
junior Athena Lambrinidou ( Athens,
Greece ), who began to establish herself
as one of the team's top hitters, will
not be returning this season.
All-Amer- ica

t
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Heidelberg

10
12-1-

Oberlin Early bird Invit.
Baldwin Wallace & Malone

3

16
19-2- 0

GLCA

23

Walsh

26-2- 7

Ohio

& Otterbein
Northern Invit

-

PatSehaitz
coming off of a convincing
of the Green Bay Packers.
week provided some memorable
Although the Cleveland Indians are
moments, and some very forgetable
bouncing between fifth place
currently
Cleveland-are- a
ones-fsports fans.
'
in the American League
the
cellar
and
The Browns kicked off their
East, they have succeeded in capturing
season against the
indefending Super Bowl Chicago Bears,-whil- the imagination of baseball fans
their
having
are
the Indians, although struggling Northeast Ohio. They
since 1959,
to olav .500 basebalL - had their share of best year in attendance
.
. tne
or
uiai uiey
iaci
because
primarily
excitment
have the best hitting in the American
The Brown's season opener was one League, paced by Joe Carter
of the most unbelievable football (.315.28,100). rookie Cory Snyder
games in recent history. On the third (.275,21,55).
Hall
Mel
day of the season, safety Al Gross
(,295,17.69),Tony Bernaxard
recovered a Jim Mahon fumble in the (.308,15,67), and Brook Jacoby
end zone to give the Browns a 0
(570,16,68).
.
advantage. This play was the first ever
to use the NFL's new instant replay
The pitching is also much improved,
coverage. The Bears proved to be
unshaken by all this, and returned the paced by Tom Candiotti
4.40), and
ensuing kickoff 91 yards to even the lefty Scott Bailes (10-score. A long Chicago drive, and a 58
rookie Greg Swindell, who won his
yard interception return gave the Bears first major league game last Saturday
in a 17-- 9 slaughter against the Brewers.
a 21-- 7 lead at the end of the first
quarter. From that point, the Browns Tribe fans can also deeply appreciate
footbalL
the fact that their minor league system
were forced to play catch-u- p
is starting to produce, with Snyder,
Led by a stong performance by
quarterback Bernie Koser, who hit on Swindell, Bailes, Catcher Andy
Allanson, and outfielder Dave Clark all
23 of 40 attempts for 289 yards and
one touchdown, Cleveland was able to ccjtributing to the team's success in
slice the deficit to 3 points early in the 1986.
third quarter, and led again at 1 in
The early outlook on the Cleveland
the forth. A late touchdown by the Cavs is less optimistic. Although they
Bears, led by former Ohio State
wasted no time in signing Tulane
University quarterback Mike Tomczak. forwardcenter John Williams to a long
who was subbing for the injured Jim term agreement, they are nowhere near
Machon, put the game away for the agreements with their four first and
Monsters of the Midway.
second round draft choices: Brad
In spite of the loss, Browns fans Daugherty, the first pick in the draft;
can appreciate strong performances
Ron Harper of Miami of Ohio;
from recievers Webster Slaughter and Georgia Tech's Mark Price; and
Jown Newman. If this
Brian Brennan, defensive end Sam
Clancy, and the entire offensive line, is going to be a rebuilding year for
which allowed only one sack. The new coach Len Wilkens, the Cavs had
game also marked the season debut of better start making downpayments
holdout linebacker Chip Banks. Next immediately!
Sunday the Browns will travel to
Pat Schmitz can be heard Tuesday at
Houston to face the Oilers, who are
9 p.m. on WCWS Sports Tonight
As is always the case, this
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Women's Cross Country

.

j

by Becky Pickett

Each year cancer strikes
120,000 people in our work
force, and causes our
economy to toee more thart-$1billion in earnings. Earnings that American workers
might stil be generating if
they had known the simple
facts on how to protect
themselves from cancer.
Protect your employees,
your company, and your- - ...
serf... caM your local unit
of the American Carter
Society and ask for their '
free pamphlet "Helping
Your Employees to Protect
Themselves Against Cancer."
Start your company on a
policy of good health today!

34-3-

The team of Scottie runners may be
small this year, but in no way does it
dampen their aspirations for a succesful
season. As coach Craig Penney says,
"We did lose some good runners,
however, thats no excuse for us to give
up and settle for second best'
Seniors Pat Baverle and Becky
Pickett, junior Katie Keller, and
sophomore Stephanie Scierka are the
returning upperclass women who will
give the team the experience and
leadership it needs. New additions to

this year's team are Robyn
Sommer(Minster, Ohio), Janette
Host(Brooklyn, Ohio), and Inner

Harbo(Norway).

-

After nearly three weeks of training,
the women will compete in their first
meet of the season this Saturday at
home against Case Western. This will
give each of the runners an opportunity
to see where she is at this point in
training.

Penney looks forward to coaching his
seventh year of women's cross country.
This is the biggest challenge I've had
so far," he says referring to the recent
setbacks of losing several runners, "but
they've proven themselves as winners
befoere and I beleive they will again

tali yew."

1Z,

Cleveland Sports Scene:
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Yes, something new. Attention faculty, administrators
and students. Introducing the new classified section of The
VJooster Voice. Nov more than ever you can tap that
unknown marketplace by placing an ad in the new classified
section every Friday. For the low price of .25 cents per five

lines you can sell your wares to over 3000 readers. Starting
next week, mail us the attached application with your item
to be sold or service to be performed and we'll guarentee its
publication the following Friday. All submissions must be in
by Wednesday at l:OOpm. No exception will be granted.
Master the possibilities by placing your classified ad today!

Contact: Susan Gale, Managing Editor
The Wooster Voice Classified Section
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Box number.
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i387fordstcis.
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